Hurricane Express
Private Shuttle Service

Shuttle buses can be reserved and used for private functions sponsored by The University of Tulsa and/or its affiliated organizations, camps or clubs. For private shuttle service, a request form must be completed and submitted for approval at least seven days prior to the requested date. Certain rates and fees apply. Approval of service is based on the following qualifications:

• The event is sponsored through or by TU.
• The event promotes TU in a positive way.
• The request does not take all shuttle bus operations away from campus.
• The event is a reasonable distance from the main TU campus.
• The request/event poses no risk of danger to people or property.

Other private shuttle service guidelines include:

• An onboard TU sponsor with TU ID is required for all private shuttle service.
• Drivers are not responsible for passengers who miss the last shuttle.
• If a passenger misses the last shuttle, they are responsible for their own transportation back to campus.
• No alcohol or smoking is permitted on the shuttle.

Please submit any questions, comments or requests to shuttlebus@utulsa.edu.
Campus Shuttle Service
The Hurricane Express is a shuttle bus that provides weekday service to the main TU campus, Gilcrease Museum and North Campus. The shuttle is available free of charge to all staff, faculty, students and visitors.

Main TU Campus
Hurricane Express buses operate along three routes that cover the entire campus area.

- **The Gold Route** provides transportation between Bayless Plaza, Tucker Drive and the south entrance of the Reynolds Lot. This route runs continuously from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

- **The Blue Route** provides transportation between the north entrance of the Shuttle Lot, the Lorton Performance Center, the Allen Chapman Activity Center, Keplinger Hall, John Rogers Hall, Rayzor Hall, Stephenson Hall, the Holmes Student Center, the Alexander Health Center, Phillips Hall, University Square Apartments South, Norman Village Apartments, Bosche Legal Clinic and Brown Village Apartments. The route runs continuously from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday.

- **The Red Route** provides transportation inside the campus loop and Westpark Apartments. The route runs continuously from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Gilcrease Museum, The Zarrow Center and North Campus
Shuttle buses arrive for pick up at regularly scheduled times Monday through Friday (excluding university holidays). Travel time between locations is approximately 15 minutes.

North Campus shuttle service begins at Keplinger Hall.

**Times of operation are as follows:**
- Keplinger to North Campus – 9 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
- North Campus to Keplinger – 12 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Shuttle service for Gilcrease Museum and the Henry Zarrow Center for Art and Education ends at Bayless Plaza.

**Times of operation are as follows:**
- Bayless Plaza to the Zarrow Center – on the hour
- The Zarrow Center to Gilcrease Museum – 15 minutes after the hour
- Gilcrease Museum to the Zarrow Center – 30 minutes after the hour
- The Zarrow Center to Bayless Plaza – 45 minutes after the hour

Off Campus Saturday Service
Cane Transit is an off-campus bus service that provides TU students with comfortable transportation from campus to several shopping centers in the midtown Tulsa area. Cane Transit passengers must abide by the following guidelines:
- All passengers MUST show their TU ID to ride the shuttle.
- All passengers are expected to catch the last shuttle. Drivers are not responsible for waiting on passengers.
- If a passenger misses the last shuttle, they are responsible for their own transportation back to campus.
- No alcohol or smoking is permitted on the shuttle.
- Passengers are advised to catch a return shuttle at the same location where they arrived.
- Drivers may make additional stops, but are not allowed to deviate from the original shuttle route.